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(6 pts for each correct answer) = Comprehension_____  

(1 pt. for each correct answer  = Vocab_____ Code #       Name (quiz taker) 

(1 pt for each correct answer) = Puzzle_____  

 
 

  

  total points  

Directions: 

 Circle the letter of the best answer. 

 
 

 Comprehension = 6 points for each correct answer 
 1. ______ who is _____seems to be  _____. 

 A Juana…..a non essential character…..a passive weak type wife 

 B The baby…..always sick…..a focal point of Kin's actions 

 C The scorpion…..killed by Kino…..a reason that Kino is poor 

 D Kino….. Juana’s husband…..a main character 

   

 2. The  setting of this story is ______which is _____. 

 A Denver Colorado…..in the midst of the 1949 gold rush 

 B a desert town…..unknown for its pearls 

 C a small Indian village….. inhabited by pearl divers 

 D a western town…..a society of jewelers and merchants 

   

 3. Kino was a ___and his family consisted of___ 

 A miner…..a wife and elderly parents and brother Juan-Tomas 

 B prospector…..himself and many friends 

 C pearl diver…..a wife and young son 

 D hunter…..a wife and baby 

   

 4. Coyotito was ___who _____. 

 A the main character…..makes everyone around him behave badly 

 B Kino's wife…..got very sick 

 C Juana’s  son…..had a misfortunate accident  

 D Kino's brother…..was attacked by a scorpion 

   

 5. When Coyotito became ill ____and______ 

 A Kino swallowed his pride…..brought him to the doctor 

 B Juana sucked the poison out….. saved his life 

 C the doctor refused to see him…..this will ensure that he will die form scorpion poisoning 

 D the town folk became interested…..did not accompany him to the doctor's house because they knew he was prejudice. 

   

 6. The doctor seemed to be ___because____ 

 A a very caring man…..he didn't ask for immediate payment 

 B selfish and prejudice…..he refused to see the sick baby 

 C very self absorbed…..he wasn't interested in money 

 D generous…..he had much material wealth 

   

 7. ____seemed very _____Coyotito's situation 

 A The townsfolk…..interested in 

 B The doctor…..diligently engrossed and worried about  

 C Kino…..unconcerned by 

 D Juana…..unmoved by 

   

 8. The author refers to the ____ which represents____. 

 A "song of the family,"…..this family's unity and warmth 

 B "beating sounds in his ears,"…..Kino's struggle 

 C "the call of the ocean,"…..Kino's quest for success 

 D all of the above 

   

 



 9. The family is____, and  ______ 

 A on shaky grounds…..very secure 

 B poor…..content 

 C poor…..not happy 

 D anxious about the future…..very ambivalent about how to survive on so little money 

   

 10. At the end of this chapter Kino feels…..because_____ 

 A lonely…..his wife was not as helpful as he wanted her to be. 

 B happy….he had a good life with lots of friends who now supported him in his time of need. 

 C optimistic…..his son is in danger and very sick. but he is sure he will save him 

 D frustrated…..he feels powerless to help his son. 

   

 11. Kino felt ____the doctor_____ 

 A shamed by…..because he had no money and the doctor ignored his plea for help 

 B admiration for…..because he was an educated man and Kino was not; he even called him "the Healing one" 

 C indigent in the presence of…..because he was rich 

 D anger at…..had education and wealth, something his family did  not. 

 

 

 12. This story seems to be a(n)___of _____ 

 A narration…..a poor man's life as it is effected by surprises 

 B biography…..an Indian family who are going to have an interesting experience 

 C fiction…..a man and his family  

 D all of the above 

   

 

 Vocabulary = 1 point for each correct answer.  

 1._____  frantic A shame 

 2._____  hammock B delicate 

 3._____  fragile C frenzied 

 4._____  determination D sleeping compartment 

 5._____  shawl E donations 

 6._____  fatigue F not knowing 

 7._____  scorpion G unhappiness 

 8._____  scurrying H wrap 

 9._____  procession I parade 

 10._____  indigent J hate 

 11._____  despise K ability to keep at it 

 12._____  discontent L being tired 

 13._____  scandal M poor 

 14._____  ignorance N fearful animal 

 15._____  alms O hustling about 
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1 point per correct answer   
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Across 

 

2 the momma 

5 Kino's sister-in-law 

6 our author 

10 doc's sweet drink 

11 physician 

13 what Kino swallowed    

14 Scorpion's weapon    

15 doctor's penny offerings 

 

 

Down 

 

1 rejected payment by the doctor 

2 Kino's brother 

3 doctor's want 

4 baby's bed 

7 the offspring 

8 biter 

9 town's financial experts 

12 main man 

 
 

 

 

 


